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Echo’s

domain
By Annie Sherman
Photographed by Marianne Lee
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From a run-down two-family to a 21st century
stunner, this 1860s transplant once again is
the star of Spring Street.
cho is an excellent guard dog. You barely
reach the doorbell before a resounding
barrage of barks stops you in your
footsteps. It comes from the heart too,
as if the young Berger Picard knows he is
the only line of defense against potential
predators. From his cozy bed in the
mahogany-balustraded front foyer, he
must protect his precious home, and all
the quirky, original, vintage or hand-made elements inside.
Luckily he calms down with a cookie, and his parents Katie and
Mark Watts can relax in their recently renovated 19th century home.
It feels like they have only just escaped the seemingly permanent cloud
of plaster dust that enveloped them during construction, much of
which they did themselves – they slept on the floor during demolition
while tenants occupied the two apartments on the second and
third floors. “We winged it. Aside from me knowing I wanted
a black house in Newport, we had no plan,” remembers
Behr
the jewelry floral designer and window décor guru. “We
Moon Rise
picked this neighborhood for resale value and its location
to downtown.” They were actually trying to downsize, she
remembers, when they moved here from Baltimore in 2010.
Sherwin
“But we walked into the foyer with its big tall ceilings, and
Williams
Tricorn
said ‘this is it.’” Then they set to work making the former
Black
two-family into a home for the young couple, their dog and
six foster cats.
Originally located down Spring Street near St. Clare Home,
the building was moved to this site around the turn of the century,
Katie says, based on friendly neighbors with good memories. “It may
have been owned by a single woman who played piano and gave
lessons,” Katie conjectures. “It’s an old house, so we just rolled with
the punches.”
Much like Echo’s sizeable frame, this historic home’s 2700 square
feet is anything but delicate, and has been returned to a single family
after years of college rentals made their mark. Thanks to the Watts
(continued on p.42)
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Library
It took 24 hours to demolish the closet in the downstairs bedroomturned library. Now this is the center of the home, with assorted rugs
layered on the floor. “I like different textures and mixing patterns,”
she says. “I never lay them squarely, always asymmetrical, and I
never buy a rug that can’t be used in any room in the house.” DIY
shelves host a cornucopia of the couple’s collected objets d’art,
except high school yearbooks, which are in a trunk upstairs.

“It’s a bit of trial and error on what goes where, but I
always start with a foundation piece,” explains Katie.
“Sometimes I have built a whole room around curtains.”
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things. “I have a boho organic style, so I’m
paying close attention to original details,
not opposed to something new being next
warm wide-plank pine floors radiate
to something that’s 200 years old,” she
underfoot, while 12- to 14-foot ceilings
says. “I would rather decorate with found
demand attention overhead. Original
objects than purchased ones.”
windows welcome prisms of light from all
The natural minimalist flair works
directions, and original doors separate one well for this home, which seems to have
large room from another. Even floor-tobecome a little more cheery and bright
ceiling recessed pocket doors between the since its facelift – despite its black exterior
living room and new library allow a little
that is another of Katie’s obsessions. They
separation from the barking. Initially a
painted the kitchen half black (bottom)
bedroom on the main floor, the library
and half white (top), too, and it has
now sports open shelving that
a surprisingly upbeat effect.
the crafty couple created out
Perhaps it’s because they
of random planks of wood
installed open shelves for
The
from the construction. A
visible storage above, and
Team
reupholstered Craigslist
cabinets salvaged from
couch with unfinished
Craigslist painted black
Pettit Construction
feet provides a little
below. “It’s just the
Finish Works, LLC
comfort with layered
two of us, so we don’t
Pave Tile, Wood and Stone
rugs to add warmth.
need upper cabinets,”
Sean Segerson
The shelves are not
she says. “I feel like black
Painting
chock full of books or
and white are clean, even
knick knacks either, since the
though they get dirty easily.”
couple’s “less is more” approach
The kitchen also features warm
helps them purge stuff they just
handmade terra cotta clay tiles
don’t need. “I like the clean look. I feel
on the floor that replaced the seizurecalmer with less – one piece in, one piece
inducing black and white check ceramic
out,” Katie says. “Plus, I like moments that tile. Additional storage for glassware and
make you giggle, so these items here are
serving items is in the adjacent dining
all collected from travels and school and
room armoire, a New England Demolition
antique store finds.”
and Salvage discovery that, “reminds me
After living in a house near Newport
of Grandma’s Bavarian house,” reminisces
Hospital for five years, Katie says she
Katie. “We needed something here that
got the itch to renovate. And once you
had a couple hundred years on it, because
renovate, you need to decorate. “It’s kind
the table and chairs are modern, from the
of a problem for me,” she admits, with
1970s and 1980s, and I think this is from
a sideways glance at Mark, a Verizon
the 1870s.” Another Watts original hangs
engineer who seems to go along with her
overhead, while baskets crafted from old
DIY projects and quirky style. As a result,
tires hold memories in the corner next to
you won’t find anything regular here. The the rusty credenza that once was printing
frequent visitor to Brimfield Antique
equipment. “Who needs a credenza from
Show retrofitted tables she found there
a furniture store when you can have this
to become sink vanities in the three-andrusty relic?!”
a-half bathrooms, completed the kitchen
Two bedrooms and a bathroom are
with hand-me-down cabinets and butcher upstairs, where Echo’s shy feline counterblock counters, made her own light fixture parts hide under the beds. Katie’s unique
out of an oxen pull for the foyer and hung décor continues here, too, where tableparts of wool looms on the guest room
cloths or hand-dyed African fabrics act as
wall. They even gutted the second floor
curtains, Bedouin rugs cover the floors,
kitchen, leaving the priceless vintage
cheeky art from a lucrative dumpster dive
farmhouse sink, and turned it into Katie’s hangs on the wall, vintage money boxes
studio, where she creates jewelry, solders
from the early 1900s accessorize the guest
metal, wires lighting fixtures, paints
bedroom and an Egyptian brass chandelier
leather and creates all sorts of other cool
illuminates the hallway. “Our Enrico

(continued from p.41)

Tomasso ‘Lady of Seville’ painting is our
prized possession,” smiles Katie, pointing to
her bedroom wall next to the elk antlers.
“It’s borderline tacky, but I bought it for
$3 at a yard sale, so I couldn’t resist.”
Echo’s domain remains the simplest of
all, with only the original 19th century
banister shining like a beacon up the stairs,
and the wooden oxen pull chandelier
hanging overhead. His adoptive parents
have made this secret hideaway so cozy
that none of them want to leave. “We’re
remarkably lucky. Where else can you live
close to the ocean and not be a millionaire?”
says Katie. “There are bumps in places
here that we’ll never get out. But that’s the
charm of living in an old place.”
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